Quantitative analysis of the functional relationships existing between ecosystem components : II. Analysis of non-linear relationships.
Although the linear relationships characterizing an ecosystem, e.g., nutrient fluxes and pathways of energy flow, may be obtained experimentally or known a priori, these alone are insufficient to yield a model which behaves realistically; the non-linear relationships between system variables must also be incorporated. However, even though a non-linear relationship between two system variables is suspected there exists no formal approach whereby one might experimentally verify the presence of such a non-linear relation, assess the magnitude of its influence, and formulate the relation in a functional notation suited to incorporation into the system model.In this paper it is shown that for those systems amenable to kinetic tracer incorporation experiments it is possible to estimate a parameter which quantitatively states the effect of a non-linear relationship between the two system variables.The approach requires that some one variable of the system is capable of being maintained at a constant value during the course of a tracer kinetic incorporation experiment; i.e., may be employed as an independent variable. A set of experiments is conducted in which a single component of the system is labelled and the time-varying radioactivities of the remaining system components are measured as are the component values themselves. The experiments differ only in the value at which the independent system variable is maintained. From each experiment, one obtains a set of time-varying curves of component radioactivities which are resolved into sums of exponentials by a global fitting strategy. The component values and the exponents obtained in the set of experiments provide the data required to estimate the non-linear system parameter.To demonstrate the validity of this approach tracer kinetic experiments were simulated for two different cases. The models employed in each of the simulated cases were identical in all respects but one. In one case the model system contained a non-linear relationship in the form of a negative feedback loop. In the other case, the model lacked this non-linearity.The proposed analysis was applied to both cases and yielded the parameter values consistent with each case. Thus the analysis is capable of demonstrating the absence of a non-linear relationship presumed to exist between system components.